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Belle Detector



55



-  The Belle has already recorded < 100
million B-meson decays.

-  The Belle published 55 papers and
many will follow.

-  The Belle sensitivity reached at the level
down to Br(10-8) or smaller with the 100
million B meson decays.

Status of Physics Analysis



One of the physics goals of the KEKB
project is:

-  To find evidence for CP violation in B-
meson decays and
-  To measure CKM parameter
    measurements precisely.

Physics Goals



Violation of CP symmetry: A special case

P(A Æ b + c)  =  P(A Æ b + c)





-  In the year 2001, we discovered
the CPV in the B-meson decays
modes, B Æ J/Y K.

-  In the year 2002, we found an
evidence for the CPV in a new
mode, B Æ p p.

Evidence for the CP symmetry V.
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Time-dependent CP asymmetries in B0 Æ π+π–

-- the best way to access the CKM angle f2

q=    +1 for B0 tag
        -1 for B0 tag
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B0 Æ p+p- example
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Large CP Violation is seen !

B0 tag B0 tag

sin term



( +0.77 , -1.23 )

App = +0.77 ± 0.27(stat) ± 0.08(syst)
 Spp = -1.23 ± 0.41(stat)          (syst)+0.08

-0.07



First constraints on the CKM angle f2 !

      78o<  f2  < 152o  (95.5% CL)
　　[for 0.15 < |P/T| < 0.45 and f1 = 23.5o(sin2f1 = 0.73)]

Evidence for CP violation in B0 Æ π+π– !
CP conservation ruled out at the
99.93% CL (3.4s)



Pin-hole in IR Be-Chamber

leak point

Bubble !!!!



Detector Upgrade

1) A new silicon detector has
   a 4-layer structure to be arranged around 
   a new IR beam pipe 
                             with the radius of 1.5 cm.
   
2) The replacement of the inner part of CDC
   is also scheduled.

 Installation is scheduled in this summer. 









          Summer 2003
1st results on f3 measurement ?
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-   The KEKB/belle is demonstrating that it is one
of the most competitive projects these days.

-     With the 100 times more data, we can find
evidence for the New Objects, such as SUSY
particles and Charged Higgs.

-  We would like to ask you to give us good advice
for the substantial upgrade of the luminosity,
　　　　　　　　to the 1035  < regime.

Summary



-  We express our gratitude to the KEKB
accel. people for a wonderful
performance of the KEKB accelerator.

-  We also thank the KEKB review team
for the careful and timely advice to the
operation of the KEKB accelerator.
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